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PERFORMANCE SUMMARY 

▪ In the first quarter of 2021, Sentry Investment Grade Private Pool Class Series F (the Pool) returned -1.7% compared with the 
ICE BofAML Global Corporate Total Return Index (85% CAD Hedged), which returned -3.6%. 
 

▪ The Pool outperformed its benchmark, largely as a result of its exposure to high-yield bonds and preferred shares.  

 

CONTRUBUTORS TO PERFORMANCE 

The main contributor to the Pool’s performance was its positioning in high-yield bonds and preferred shares. High-yield bonds and 

preferred shares total returns were more attractive than investment-grade bonds as interest rates rose sharply during the quarter. A 

shorter duration (sensitivity to interest rates) in the Pool’s investment-grade corporate bond holdings also contributed to performance. 

Other notable contributors to the Pool’s performance were lower capital structure securities, such as bank additional tier 1 (AT1) notes 

or preferred shares. Lower-rated securities performed best as investors sought higher-yielding assets.  

The largest individual contributor to performance was BCE Inc., 4.38% Series AC rate reset preferred shares. The holding started the 

year with an attractive current yield of 6.9% and as such, these preferred shares outperformed. Limited recourse capital notes (LRCN) 

issued by Canadian banks also contributed to the Pool’s performance. LRCNs issued by Canadian Western Bank, 6.0% Apr. 30, 2081 

and Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce, 4.375% Oct. 28, 2080 both produced positive returns. These securities come with higher 

yields and a lower duration, which were beneficial characteristics during the quarter. Lastly, a position in Canadian Imperial Bank of 

Commerce 4.4%, Series 45 preferred shares, contributed to the Pool’s performance as a result of its attractive yield, declining supply 

of Canadian preferred shares and higher five-year interest rates. 

 

DETRACTORS FROM PERFORMANCE 

The main detractor from the Pool’s performance was its allocation to longer-dated, higher-quality bonds as interest rates rose. The 

largest individual detractors from performance included U.S. Treasury, 1.625% Nov. 15, 2050, Apple Inc., 1.20% Feb. 08, 2028 and 

Kinder Morgan Inc., 3.25% Aug. 1, 2050, all of which were negatively affected by the rise in longer-term U.S. interest rates.  

 

PORTFOLIO ACTIVITY 

 

FUND 1 YEAR 3 YEAR 5 YEAR 10 YEAR S.I* 

Sentry Global Investment Grade Private Pool Class, Series F* 10.8% 6.5% N/A N/A 4.7% 

Benchmark:  ICE BofAML Global Corporate Total Return Index 
(85% CAD Hedged) 

7.3% 4.8% N/A N/A 3.7% 



The Pool’s asset mix was relatively stable following the large shifts in the previous quarter to prepare for the improving economic 

outlook. During this quarter, we reduced the Pool’s duration from 5.5 years to 4.8 years to reduce the effects of higher interest rates.  

The majority of the duration reduction occurred in January through the sale of longer-dated investment-grade and government bonds 

while increasing the Pool’s cash and preferred share allocations. The Pool’s high-yield bond weight was fairly stable.  

 

MARKET OVERVIEW  

Riskier global assets, including investment-grade bonds, had a good start to the year. Interest rates rose, which had a moderating 

effect on equity markets at times. The COVID-19 vaccine rollout brought the opening of the economy closer even as the pandemic 

continues in much of the world. Additionally, the passing of the US$1.9 trillion stimulus package in the United States should provide a 

large boost to the global economy, especially coming so quickly on the back of the US$900 billion package passed in December. 

Unemployment remained high but continued to improve to 6.2% in the United States and 8.2% in Canada. Central banks reiterated 

their accommodative stance and commitment to keeping short-term interest rates low until the economy is on sound footing and 

inflation picks up. U.S. investment-grade bond spreads tightened to 97 basis points (bps), U.S. high-yield spreads tightened to 366 bps, 

and U.S. equities, as measured by the S&P 500 Index, rose 5.77%. West Texas Intermediate oil prices rose 21.9% to close at US$59.16 

per barrel over the quarter.  

We have a positive outlook for investment-grade credit on a strategic basis, as corporate bonds are expected to outperform 

government bonds. However, that outperformance is expected to moderate. The vaccine rollout is helping to restart the U.S. economy 

and Canada is only a few months behind. We have a positive outlook for lower-rated investment-grade bonds, high-yield bonds and 

Canadian preferred shares as the improving economy should support corporate fundamentals. Additionally, central banks remain 

accommodative. However, active security selection will be important to take advantage of the re-opening economy and to avoid 

companies that are confident enough to undertake mergers and acquisitions. With that in mind, we have begun to trim the Pool’s 

significantly overweight corporate position. 

 

 

Source: CI Global Asset Management 
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IMPORTANT DISCLAIMERS 

Commissions, trailing commissions, management fees and expenses all may be associated with mutual fund investments. Please read the prospectus 
before investing. The indicated rates of return are the historical annual compounded total returns net of fees and expenses payable by the fund (except 
for figures of one year or less, which are simple total returns) including changes in security value and reinvestment of all dividends/distributions and 
do not take into account sales, redemption, distribution or optional charges or income taxes payable by any securityholder that would have reduced 
returns. Mutual funds are not guaranteed, their values change frequently and past performance may not be repeated. 

This document is provided as a general source of information and should not be considered personal, legal, accounting, tax or investment advice, or 
construed as an endorsement or recommendation of any entity or security discussed. Every effort has been made to ensure that the material contained in 
this document is accurate at the time of publication.  Market conditions may change which may impact the information contained in this document. All 
charts and illustrations in this document are for illustrative purposes only. They are not intended to predict or project investment results. Individuals 
should seek the advice of professionals, as appropriate, regarding any particular investment. Investors should consult their professional advisors prior 
to implementing any changes to their investment strategies. 

The comparison presented is intended to illustrate the Mutual Fund’s historical performance as compared with the historical performance of widely 
quoted market indexes or a weighted blend of widely quoted market indexes. There are various important differences that may exist between the 
Mutual Fund and the stated indexes that may affect the performance of each. The objectives and strategies of the Mutual Fund result in holdings that 
do not necessarily reflect the constituents of and their weights within the comparable indexes. Indexes are unmanaged and their returns do not include 
any sales charges or fees. It is not possible to invest directly in market indexes. 

Certain statements contained in this communication are based in whole or in part on information provided by third parties and CI Global Asset 
Management has taken reasonable steps to ensure their accuracy. Market conditions may change which may impact the information contained in this 
document. 

Certain statements in this document are forward-looking. Forward-looking statements (“FLS”) are statements that are predictive in nature, depend 
upon or refer to future events or conditions, or that include words such as “may,” “will,” “should,” “could,” “expect,” “anticipate,” “intend,” “plan,” “believe,” 
or “estimate,” or other similar expressions. Statements that look forward in time or include anything other than historical information are subject to risks 
and uncertainties, and actual results, actions or events could differ materially from those set forth in the FLS. FLS are not guarantees of future 
performance and are by their nature based on numerous assumptions. Although the FLS contained herein are based upon what CI Global Asset 
Management. and the portfolio manager believe to be reasonable assumptions, neither CI Global Asset Management nor the portfolio manager can 
assure that actual results will be consistent with these FLS. The reader is cautioned to consider the FLS carefully and not to place undue reliance on 
FLS. Unless required by applicable law, it is not undertaken, and specifically disclaimed that there is any intention or obligation to update or revise 
FLS, whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise. 

CI Global Asset Management is a registered business name of CI Investments Inc.  

© CI Investments Inc. 2021. All rights reserved. 
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